ANNEX XVIII: DETAILED MAPS PER COUNTY

1 RURAL ENERGY ACTION PLAN PER COUNTY

1.1 BOMI

Figure 1.1 – Infrastructure map for Bomi County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.2 – Infrastructure map for Bomi County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.3 – Infrastructure map for Bomi County – Phase 3.
1.2 BONG

Figure 1.4 – Infrastructure map for Bong County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.5 – Infrastructure map for Bong County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.6 – Infrastructure map for Bong County – Phase 3.
1.3 GBARPOLU

Figure 1.7 – Infrastructure map for Gbarpolu County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.8 – Infrastructure map for Gbarpolu County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.9 – Infrastructure map for Gbarpolu County – Phase 3.
1.4 GRAND BASSA

Figure 1.10 – Infrastructure map for Grand Bassa County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.11 – Infrastructure map for Grand Bassa County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.12 – Infrastructure map for Grand Bassa County – Phase 3.
1.5 GRAND CAPE MOUNT

Figure 1.13 – Infrastructure map for Grand Cape Mount County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.14 – Infrastructure map for Grand Cape Mount County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.15 – Infrastructure map for Grand Cape Mount County – Phase 3.
1.6 GRAND GEDEH

Figure 1.16 – Infrastructure map for Grand Gedeh County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.17 – Infrastructure map for Grand Gedeh County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.18 – Infrastructure map for Grand Gedeh County – Phase 3.
1.7 GRAND KRU

Figure 1.19 – Infrastructure map for Grand Kru County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.20 – Infrastructure map for Grand Kru County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.21 – Infrastructure map for Grand Kru County – Phase 3.
1.8 LOFA

![Infrastructure map for Lofa County – Phase 1.](image)

Figure 1.22 – Infrastructure map for Lofa County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.23 – Infrastructure map for Lofa County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.24 – Infrastructure map for Lofa County – Phase 3.
1.9 MARGIBI

Figure 1.25 – Infrastructure map for Margibi County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.26 – Infrastructure map for Margibi County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.27 – Infrastructure map for Margibi County – Phase 3.
1.10 MARYLAND

Figure 1.28 – Infrastructure map for Maryland County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.29 – Infrastructure map for Maryland County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.30 – Infrastructure map for Maryland County – Phase 3.
1.11 MONTSERRADO

Figure 1.31 – Infrastructure map for Montserrado County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.32 – Infrastructure map for Montserrado County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.33 – Infrastructure map for Montserrado County – Phase 3.
1.12 NIMBA

Figure 1.34 – Infrastructure map for Nimba County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.35 – Infrastructure map for Nimba County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.36 – Infrastructure map for Nimba County – Phase 3.
1.13 RIVER GEE

Figure 1.37 – Infrastructure map for River Gee County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.38 – Infrastructure map for River Gee County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.39 – Infrastructure map for River Gee County – Phase 3.
1.14 RIVERCESS

Figure 1.40 – Infrastructure map for Rivercess County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.41 – Infrastructure map for Rivercess County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.42 – Infrastructure map for Rivercess County – Phase 3.
1.15 SINOE

Figure 1.43 – Infrastructure map for Sinoe County – Phase 1.
Figure 1.44 – Infrastructure map for Sinoe County – Phase 2.
Figure 1.45 – Infrastructure map for Sinoe County – Phase 3.